Emory Austin is fascinated by the myriad ways in which different people think, by
why they do what they do, neglect what they neglect, choose what they choose,
and by the patterns for success or failure they develop in the process. Your
participants have developed highly individual ways of dealing with opportunities
for leadership, professional and personal change, their customer base, and
working relationships of all types! Are they where you'd like them to be in these
areas?
What is going on in your organization with regard to all of this? Perhaps you are
looking for an internationally sought-after expert and speaker with a brand new
way to deliver your message. Your participants will identify with Emory Austin's
extraordinary gifts as a storyteller/strategist in ways that they will remember and
use, because she will help them design a path for connecting their own life lessons
to practical insights that they will act upon in positive ways on your behalf.
Emory's presentations are unforgettable, growth-focused, and delightfully
humorous. Clients line up to hear and to use her well-defined approaches to
leadership, change, balance, customer service and teamwork. It's all about
subjective, human attitudes and action choices in an increasingly electronic
world, and Emory builds a strong bridge between the two that is unifying,
practical, and exciting.
Because of her ability to "dig deep," Emory's busy calendar is filled with national
and international clients in almost every industry - healthcare, education, banking
and finance, chambers of commerce and other associations, insurance, business
and government, nonprofits, chemicals and agriculture, food service, computers,
telecommunications, manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, churches, rea...
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Testimonials
"Your energy, wit, intelligence and wisdom captured all of us. You were
simply wonderful."
- The Principal Financial Group.

"Guess what! You came in first! Your presentation received the #1 rating of
the 95 sessions that made up the agenda. Of course, I knew this all along...."
- National Computer Systems.
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